Atlanta Drug Rehab Center Gives Residents A
New Lease On Life
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Atlanta, Georgia based Tangu, Inc. is pleased to share an online review they received on the Google
platform. Penned by the mother of a patient who had utilized their services, the 5-Star review is a
testament to the company’s overall standing among their clientele. They currently maintain an
aggregate Google review score of 4.2 Stars, a score that lends to their reputation as one of the best
drug addiction centers in Atlanta.
The mother, Stacy Prewett, thanks the company for the help they offered her son in her review,
saying, “Tangu truly saved my son’s life. This was his first time in treatment; he was given the tools in
order to deal with his addiction and not relapse. He has been clean and sober for over a year. I really
believe that if I had not sent him to Tangu he would not be with me today. Thank you, Tangu, for all
you did for my son."
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Similarly, Madeline T. says that she, “was a client at the Tangu Cobb location and, I must say, I have
gotten a lot out of it. This was my first time in treatment/recovery and I totally embraced it. I am in the
process of transitioning out of the residences now, so I technically have one more week. I now have a
great job, a great network of people who are in recovery, and a mind full of knowledge and coping
skills I learned through Tangu!”
She continues, “I have been clean for almost six months now and would not have been able to do it
without this place! Saleem worked with me personally and I am so grateful for him! Sincerely! I
absolutely loved Greg too! He deserves the highest regards out of everyone! I highly recommend this
place to anyone who is serious about recovery and is wanting a lifestyle change forever!”
‘Tangu’ is a Swahili word that means New Beginning—a theme that Tangu Inc in Atlanta firmly stands
behind. Founded over two decades ago, the drug rehabilitation center has gained a wealth of
experience helping afflicted individuals (and by extension, their families) regain normal lives through
counselling and treatment. To this end, those looking for an appropriate substance abuse service in
Atlanta will be pleased to learn Tangu is a Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities
(CARF) accredited multi-counseling service and a Georgia state licensed outpatient substance abuse
program.
Furthermore, the myriad services they offer are designed to approach each individual’s recovery with
highly personalized care, which is why the clinic states that, “Tangu’s Program Services are culturally
sensitive and appropriate for all cultural groups regardless of race, color, or gender. The innovative
programs and services offer many adults, youth, and families the opportunities they need to begin
alcohol, drug, and violence free lives.”
Their services include outpatient education, substance and DUI, and intensive outpatient programs.
Additionally, patients may undergo partial hospitalization as and when necessary, as well as

dialectical behavioral therapy. The treatment center also hosts an Employee Assistance Program
(EAP).
Patient Kenny Liu shares in their review that, “Thanks to Tangu, I'm finally able to get control of my
life and be free from the grip of alcoholism. I'm 10 months sober so far, and am excited to continue
pursuing my goals. I didn't think I would ever quit drinking, but Tangu saved my life!” The basic idea
behind these words is summarized in Paul Young’s review as well, in which he says that he, “will
forever be grateful to Tangu for helping me to a new way of life free from addiction!” More Tangu
reviews for addiction care can be found on their Google listing.
Those looking for an effective and proven substance abuse program in Atlanta need not look any
further than Tangu, Inc. More information can be found on their official website, and Dr. Walter Brooks
of Tangu, Inc. can always be reached if prospective patients or their families wish to follow up on any
inquiries. Notably, the center offers free consultations with their Admissions Counselors, who will be
pleased to guide new patients through the services offered.
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